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Abstract

Background and Purpose: Oxygen therapy is one of the common treatments for neonates with cardiopulmonary disease. The aim of this study was to evaluate adherence to oxygen therapy standards by nurses before, during and after using oxygen hood.

Methods: In this cross-sectional study, 250 cases of nursing care were evaluated before, during and after administration of oxygen hood therapy in preterm infants. The observations were conducted according to the standards of the neonatal intensive care units (NICU) of hospitals affiliated to the Ahvaz University of Medical Sciences. The data collection tools included a self-designed checklist for nursing audit evaluating the performance of NICU nurses working by neonatal oxygen hood, and a demographic profile checklist. The data were analyzed by Chi-square and Spearman tests, using SPSS version 18.

Results: The results demonstrated insufficient adherence to the standards of oxygen therapy by 90% of the nurses before neonatal oxygen hood. Moreover, regarding the mentioned standards, 84% and 99.2% of the nurses had moderate and poor performance during and after oxygen therapy, respectively.

Conclusion: Considering the poor performance of the NICU nurses before, during and after oxygen therapy, appropriate supervision and training programs for nurses is recommended to promote their capabilities in this regard.
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Introduction

Neonatal period is of great importance due to the physiological adaptations to the extra-uterine environment and the high mortality of neonates indicates its sensitivity. Since infancy is one of the most critical periods of growth and development, the need for support and care in this period is more compelling than the other periods of life (1). Each year, 12.9 million preemies are born worldwide, 11 million (85%) of whom are in Asia and Africa. Intensive care is needed to keep preterm neonates alive until organ maturation (2). Most very-low-birth weight (less than 1500 grams) premature infants with gestational age less than 28 weeks are admitted to neonatal intensive care units (NICU) (3).

Oxygen therapy is a method that provides oxygen gas at concentrations higher than environmental air. Oxygen improves cellular metabolism and improves the cardiopulmonary function. In clinical settings, oxygen should be considered as a medication; thus,
precautionary measures must be monitored during oxygen therapy (4, 5).

Oxygen is essential to man life and necessary to detoxify poisonings interfering with the blood or tissue oxygenation (6). Low hemoglobin oxygen saturation in premature newborns causes chronic hypoxia, which leads to several complications including growth failure, central nervous system (CNS) damages, cardiovascular and chronic pulmonary diseases and finally impaired development of nervous system and mortality in the first weeks of life (7).

Oxygen toxicity is a condition resulting from long-term (over 48 hours) exposure to oxygen with high concentration (over 50%), which accelerates occurrence of convulsion, pulmonary damage, retrolental fibroplasia and CNS injuries (8, 9).

Oxygen therapy is a common practice in premature or hospitalized neonates’ care. Oxygen is a therapeutic agent mostly used in NICUs, and similar to any other medical intervention its complications, administration and home monitoring after discharge must be taken into account. In order to manage oxygen therapy complications and proper administration, the standards of care must be applied (10, 11). Oxygen therapy elevates blood oxygen and improves the cardiopulmonary function by supplying enough oxygen to the tissues and inhibiting the accumulation of lactic acid (9). Oxygen therapy is administered through various modalities, one of which is neonatal oxygen hood, which is a plastic dome fitting over an infant’s head and neck, and supplying warm and moist oxygen (12).

Rood-dehghan investigated oxygen therapy performance of 36 nurses in the respiratory disease wards of hospitals affiliated to Tehran University of Medical Sciences using observation and interviews. The results of this study demonstrated that the performance of all the nurses before oxygen therapy at both times of observation (100%) and during oxygen therapy at the first time of observation (100%) as well as the majority of the nurses during oxygen therapy at the second time of observation (96.3%) was inappropriate (13).

A study in Greece showed that 41% of head nurses did not consider oxygen as a therapeutic but as a supplemental action for better outcomes. Moreover, most of the head nurses believed that oxygen could improve dyspnea in patients. Approximately 88% of the head nurses had not established any oxygen therapy protocols in their wards. In 57% of the cases, adherence to the medical guidelines of oxygen therapy was suggested. In the absence of such guidelines, 6.96% of the nurses decided to administer oxygen therapy and in other cases, physicians were consulted about oxygen therapy (14).

Intensive care units (ICU) share the most important problems of health care systems. These problems include inappropriate patient care, ineffective communication between medical staff and patients, lack of expression of differences between healthcare workers’ performances by patients and numerous other deficiencies, which might result in increased mortality rate (15). Management and monitoring the oxygen flow provides detailed information for the nurses and helps with decision-making. It also establishes a criterion for assessing and monitoring the quality of nursing care in hospitals and other health centers (16).

Oxygen therapy is an important responsibility of the nurses for maintenance of the patients’ safety. Since numerous preterm neonates in NICUs undergo oxygen therapy, and given the importance of oxygen therapy care, this study was performed to audit the quality of oxygen therapy care. In so doing, we evaluated the adherence to the standards of oxygen therapy by nurses before, during and after neonatal oxygen hood administration at our hospitals.

Materials and methods

In this cross-sectional study, we evaluated 250 cases of nursing care before, during and after neonatal oxygen hood administration in preterm neonates. The evaluations were conducted according to the standards of the NICUs of Abuzar and Imam Khomeini Hospitals affiliated to Ahvaz University of Medical Sciences from February 2012 to August 2013. The event sampling method (ESM) was used for sample collection. Therefore,
the researcher should be present in that situation to record observations (17). To the authors’ best knowledge, no study has been conducted on this issue. The sample size, at 95% confidence level and maximum error of 0.05, was calculated to be 250.

Nurses’ demographics such as age, occupational experience, level of education, marital status, working shift and family size, as well as information on attending subspecialty and newborn care training courses were collected using a questionnaire.

The data on the nursing activities associated with neonatal oxygen hood administration in preemies were collected using a checklist of nursing care audit pertinent to oxygen therapy in premature infants hospitalized in NICUs. The checklist was developed by the researchers based on the standards of oxygen therapy in premature infants. It contains 17, 15 and 7 statements related to before, during and after oxygen therapy, respectively (Appendix 1).

The abovementioned checklist is comprised of information on standards of neonatal oxygen therapy. It contains information on the standards of oxygen therapy care before, during and after administration of oxygen hood.

The researcher completed the oxygen therapy checklist using ‘yes’ (complete or incomplete) or ‘no’. For ‘no’, ‘yes, incomplete’ and ‘yes, complete’ replies 0, 1 and 2 scores were given, respectively. The checklist was completed during the observations by one of the researchers. Since attendance of the observer could affect the nurses’ caring performance, it was explained to the nurses that their caring performance is observed not themselves. In addition, the checklist was not completed during the first observation and the constant presence of the observer made the practitioners feel calm and relaxed as usual.

To establish content validity of the data collection tools, the available protocols and standards as well as views of 15 nursing faculty members, neonatologists and head nurses were collected. Agreement between observations was used for determining the reliability of the checklist. For this purpose, the same checklist was given to a second observer whose skill and knowledge were quite the same as the other one. The two observers completed the checklist for ten newborns at the same time, and the correlation coefficient between the observations was calculated to be 0.96.

At the beginning of each shift, the researcher observed nurses’ performance before, during and after oxygen therapy based on the checklist. In order to complete the checklist, the nurses’ care performance in oxygen therapy was recorded at the end of each procedure. The researcher attended the NICUs on a daily basis in three shifts of morning, afternoon and night, and did the structured observations in relation to oxygen therapy for preterm infants and completed the respective statement of each observation on the checklist. For instance, statements on the checklist related to before, during and after the oxygen therapy were "controls pulse oximetry", "washes his/her hands before oxygen therapy" and "reviews the lungs’ sounds", respectively.

Prior to the study, we obtained the approval of the ethics committee of Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences and permission of the hospital authorities by explaining the objectives and methods of the study. In addition, the researcher was introduced to the head nurses and informed consent was obtained from the participants with ensuring them of confidentiality of the data.

The data from 250 cases of oxygen therapy care for preterm infants were collected and classified as poor, moderate and good. The data were analyzed by SPSS version 18, using statistical methods to describe and analyze the data, and performing Pearson and Chi-square tests for evaluating the correlation between factors associated with neonatal nursing care.

**Results**

Our results demonstrated that the mean age of the nurses was 32.7±0.24 years (age range: 23-45 years). The means of occupational experience of the nurses in NICU and other wards were 9±8.8 and 1 year, respectively. Additionally, 88.8% of the nurses were married and the majority of them (50.8%) were working in the morning shift. Moreover, 80% of the NICU nurses were not trained on this issue.
The results underscore poor performance of the NICU nurses in the observance of the standards of neonatal oxygen hood administration in 90% of the cases before oxygen therapy. Additionally, 84% and 99.2% of the performance of the nurses scored moderate and poor during and after oxygen therapy, respectively (Table 1).

The statistical analyses reflected no significant relationships between the oxygen therapy care performance of the nurses and their marital status (P=0.18), working shift (P=0.4), subspecialty nursing courses (P=1.07) and academic education (P=0.2). The Spearman correlation test showed no significant relationships between occupational experience in wards other than NICU (P=1.3) and attending neonatal care training courses (P=0.5). However, a significant relationship was observed between the nurses’ oxygen therapy care performance and their age (P=0.001) and occupational experience in NICU (P=0.001) (Table 2).

**Discussion**

This study aimed to evaluate the NICU nurses’ adherence to the standards of oxygen therapy before, during and after oxygen hood administration. Our findings illustrate that the observance of the standards before oxygen hood therapy in 90% of cases was poor.

This finding is consistent with a similar study in Iran, in which observance of the standards before oxygen hood therapy in all cases was poor (13). Knowledge of nurses has an important role in patient care. Performance of nurses who are certified in critical care should be assessed regularly to ensure their satisfactory performance. Providing clinical critical care for preterm infants requires a holistic view. Intensive care has sensible and observable characteristic that should be monitored in nursing activities. In other words, evaluation of the quality of nursing care is a step towards the management of nursing activities, which can promote nurses’ performance in hospitals and other healthcare centers (18).

Our results showed that 80% of the nurses in this study were not trained. However, the results of a study conducted in Virginia, the USA, indicated that all NICU nurses had passed specialized training courses in neonatal intensive care (19). Whereas in a study performed in Iran 73.8% of NICU nurses had not received any specialized training (18).

Due to technological advancements of NICUs, for the nurses to reach their full potential and to promote the quality of nursing care, the scientific and practical knowledge of nurses should be improved. Thus, providing regular training programs for nurses seems to be necessary to keep them up to date on the nursing practice and new technology (20).

Training courses can promote nurses’ awareness and performance, especially in NICUs, which in turn, results in provision of high quality services (21). A study carried out in Ontario, Canada, on 3408 nursing graduates working in two large

---

### Table 1. Observance of the standards of oxygen hood administration by nurses in preterm infants in neonatal intensive care units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxygen therapy status</th>
<th>Before oxygen therapy</th>
<th>During oxygen therapy</th>
<th>After oxygen therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor n(%)</td>
<td>Moderate n(%)</td>
<td>Good n(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood</td>
<td>225(90%)</td>
<td>24 (9.6%)</td>
<td>1 (0.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. The Spearman test results regarding the correlation between the observance of the standards of oxygen therapy and nurses’ age and occupational experience in the neonatal intensive care units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Nurses’ age</th>
<th>Nurses’ occupational experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time of observation of the standards of oxygen therapy</td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before oxygen therapy</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During oxygen therapy</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After oxygen therapy</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
teaching hospitals showed that over half of the nurses required further scientific and practical knowledge for proper accomplishment of their duties (22).

The possible reasons for the poor observance of the standards before oxygen therapy might be associated with the following factors: absence of proper oxygen therapy protocols, insufficient knowledge of nurses about oxygen therapy in preterm neonates’ care, inadequate supervision on adherence to oxygen therapy standards, lack of continuous medical education courses for NICU nurses and absence of physician prescription of monitoring breathing sounds, chest X-ray and arterial blood gas.

Nurses’ performance can be enhanced by providing training courses and oxygen therapy protocols. The nurses caring for preemies must act in accordance with the scientific methods of oxygen therapy, provide the necessary training for parents of neonates under oxygen therapy and record vital signs while using oxygen as any other therapeutic (23).

Provision of effective health care needs assessment and all types of assessments have a necessary prerequisite called standard. Lack of standards makes any assessment unreliable, and precise and well-defined standards ensure accurate assessment. Absence of comprehensive, precise and clear standards is one of the reasons for inefficiency of hospitals (24). To provide adequate assessment an appropriate and standardized checklist is required.

In Iran, Ministry of Health and Medical Education is responsible for developing standards. Consistent with the local conditions, the standards should also be developed according to the principles of the International Organization of Standards and some other standards such as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (25). Nowadays, establishing standards for all the nursing activities is an unresolved issue. Standardized clinical practice guidelines systematically propose nursing interventions, based on different nursing requirements so that nurses can improve the quality of care and reduce the ensuing costs (26). This study can be the basis for the standardization of nursing care in oxygen therapy.

The results of this study along with the standard guidelines on oxygen therapy nursing care can identify and minimize the weaknesses and as a result, provide the optimal level of care. In addition, insufficient knowledge on oxygen therapy should be addressed through specialized training programs and establishing standard care principles.

Conclusion

The NICU nurses’ observance of the standards of oxygen therapy in preterm infants before and after oxygen therapy was poor; while, during oxygen therapy the score was moderate. With regard to the absence of a comprehensive standard checklist for oxygen therapy, the results of this study can be the basis for standardization of the oxygen therapy nursing care and provision of a checklist.
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